
Land Cruiser V8 accessories



Throughout the world, on every 
continent, the Land Cruiser V8 is 
acknowledged as ‘the king of all 
roads’. It’s not a feint boast. The 
Land Cruiser combines strength 
with exceptional functionality 
and real luxury car comfort. 
Genuine Toyota accessories 
extend the concept even further 
by adding flexibility for personal 
touches of extra style, practicality 
and technical innovation. Never 
before has 4x4 capability been 
so desirable.
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Individually yours
There’s no denying the Land Cruiser’s status. It will 
always stand out whether you’re venturing through 
open wilderness or the heart of the city. Toyota 
accessories build on that appeal by introducing new 
elements of individuality.

From extra dimensions of style to rugged protection 
and special carrying attachments, each Toyota 
accessory is custom designed for your Land Cruiser. 
Installation is easy, the integration perfect and the 
performance as smooth and trustworthy as your car 
itself.
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01 Chrome side garnish 
 A stylish highlight for the  
 side of your car.

02	Exhaust	pipe	finisher
 Durable chrome for a  
 classic sporty look. 

03 Underguard
 Protects the underside  
 from damage. 

04	Hood	deflector
 Diverts stone chips away  
 from the hood and   
 windshield.

05	Wind	deflectors
 Cut wind and noise when  
 driving with open   
 windows. Available as a  
 front and rear set or for the  
 front only.

06	Sunroof	wind	deflector
 Aerodynamically styled to  
 reduce wind and noise  
 when driving with the  
 sunroof open.

07	Door	handle	film
	 Transparent	adhesive	film		
 to guard paintwork against  
 scratches.

08 Indyana 18” alloy wheels
 A distinctive design   
 emphasising your car’s  
 strength and personality.

09	Headlamp	covers
 Tough protection for your  
 lights against stone   
 damage.
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Style
Land Cruiser style is a combination of form and function. So too with Toyota 
accessories. Whether choosing a chrome garnish, alloy wheels or a protective 
underguard, you can be sure of outstanding style combined with true 
fit-for-purpose	design.	
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03	Fixed	towing	hitch
 Perfect for those day to  
 day towing opportunities.  
 Gives you a capacity up to  
 3500kg.

04	Flanged	towing	hitch
 For those big towing jobs  
 where you need maximum  
 stability. Capacity up to  
 3500kg.

01	&	02	Detachable	towing		
	 hitch
 The removable hook makes  
 it ideal for an occasional  
 towing need. Capacity up  
 to 3500kg.
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Adventurous
The Land Cruiser is famous for its go anywhere capability. Toyota accessories 
give you added carrying capacity for exploring life’s big adventures.

The	Toyota	roof	rack	or	cross	bars	if	your	car	has	roof	rails	offer	maximum	
versatility. Both are easy to install, fully lockable and combine with a wide 
range of optional specialised attachments. Similarly, the choice of Toyota 
towing hitches enables you to take full advantage of the Land Cruiser’s 
strength and stability. Each hitch has the capacity for towing anything from a 
trailer	or	boat	to	a	horse	box,	caravan	or	jet-ski.

05	Roof	rails	with	cross	bars
 Choose a lockable two or  
 three cross bar system to  
 suit your needs.

06	Ski/snowboard	holders
 Choice of lockable designs.  
 The small holders carry  
 four pairs of skis or two  
 snowboards. The large size  
 holds six pairs of skis or  
 four snowboards.

07	Roof	rack
 Strong lightweight design  
 with integral security  
 locking.

08	Surfboard/mast	holder
 Especially designed for the  
 awkward shape of a   
	 surfboard	or	wind-	 	
 surfboard and mast.
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Freedom
Driving the Land Cruiser inspires a real sense of freedom. With the range of 
special carrying attachments for the Toyota roof rack or cross bars you gain 
extra	flexibility	for	all	sorts	of	holidays,	weekend	breaks	and	out	of	town	
adventures.
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04 01 Boat holder
 Lockable design with  
 adjustable straps for  
 carrying a kayak type boat.

02	Luggage	box
 An aerodynamic design  
 with big interior   
 dimensions. Features  
 include central locking and  
 passenger side opening.

03	Luxury	ski	box
 Big capacity in a   
 streamlined design with  
 stylish exterior and interior  
 details. With central  
 locking and passenger side  
 opening.

04	Barracuda	bike	holder
	 Features	moulded	profiles		
 to grip the bicycle wheels  
	 and	a	unique	anti-theft		
 system. Available in left  
 and right side versions.



Personal space
The Land Cruiser V8 offers the best of both worlds 
with its big interior dimensions and high levels of 
comfort. As one it fuses the functional beauty of an 
off-roader with the luxurious ambience of a top 
quality passenger car. Toyota accessories offer added 
flexibility. 

With Toyota accessories you have options for extra 
style and practicality. The concept is freedom to 
create a personal space individually tailored to the 
life you lead.
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Scuff	plates
Brushed	aluminium	scuff	plates	add	a	distinct	style	highlight	
while protecting door sill paintwork from scratching.
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Practicality
People	use	their	Land	Cruiser	in	so	many	different	ways.	For	some	it’s	town	
and country, for others it’s communing with nature. Toyota accessories 
complement the extremes and all the variations in between.

There are rubber mats for the dirtiest boots you can imagine, and velour mats 
that are ideal for the school run. You have netting choices for keeping the 
trunk tidy and storage options for everything from cool drinks to cool books. 
The accessory concept is all about individuality!

 
01	Horizontal	cargo	net
	 Trouble-free	storage	for		
 anything from sports  
 equipment to a briefcase.

02	Vertical	cargo	net
 Ideal for keeping smaller  
 items neatly in place.

03 Trunk side net
 Perfect for essentials such  
 as a bottle, compact  
 umbrella or spare pair of  
 shoes.
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04	Cabin	air	filter
 Helps prevent pollen, dust,  
 odours and fumes entering  
 the cabin.

05	Rubber	floor	mats
 The ultimate protection  
 against mud and dirt.

06	Cool	box
 Plugs into your car’s 12V  
 accessory socket to keep  
 refreshments either hot or  
 chilled.

07	Textile	floor	mats
 High quality velour mats in 
 grey or beige.

08	Seat	storage	bag
 Great for children’s toys  
 and travel essentials.  
 Features a detachable  
 rucksack. Available in grey  
 and black or beige and  
 black.
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01	Tonneau	cover
 Gives the trunk space a  
 tidy appearance while  
 protecting its contents  
 from prying eyes.

02 Trunk liner
	 Tough	water-proof,			
	 mud-proof	protection	with		
	 a	non-slip	surface	pattern.

03 Cargo liner
 Thick black rubber with  
 high raised edges for the  
 ultimate protection   
 against mud, dirt and  
 spilled liquids.

04 Dog guard
 Floor to ceiling design to  
 give your pet its own space  
 for the journey. 
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Reassuring
The Land Cruiser is ideal for families and children. But youngsters come in all 
shapes and sizes and so keeping them safe needs a purposeful outlook. Be 
assured, with the range of Toyota child restraint seats you have individually 
designed options for each particular age group.

01

02

03

01	Babysafe	Plus	restraint		
 seat 
 Comfort and protection for  
 babies from birth up to  
 around 9 months (to 13  
 kg). An integral retractable  
 canopy protects against  
 the sun and wind.

02	Duo	Plus	ISO	fix	restraint		
 seat
  For children of between 9  
 months and 4 years   
 (approximately 9 to 18 kg).  
 For maximum safety the  
 seat locks into the rear ISO  
	 fix	bars	to	anchor	directly		
 to the car body and also  
 has a top tether to prevent  
 forward tipping. Deep  
 padded wings increase  
 side impact protection.

03 Kid restraint seat 
 Height adjustable for  
 children between 4 and 12  
 years (approximately 15 to  
 36 kg). A booster seat and  
 adjustable head rest add  
	 flexibility	for	a	growing		
 child. 
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Personal technologies
The Land Cruiser V8 is bristling with advanced 
technologies. Some you can see, some you can’t. But 
all of them contribute to making your car truly 
exceptional. The key is that Land Cruiser technology 
always has meaning and relevance.

The same applies to Toyota technology accessories. 
The options add flexibility and personality to the way 
you live with your car. Importantly, every function has 
been conceived to satisfy a need, every button and 
display is designed to be user friendly.
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Complementary
Whether making or taking a call or listening to tracks from your iPod, you’ll 
find	the	quiet	calm	of	the	Land	Cruiser’s	interior	the	perfect	environment	for	
enjoying Toyota technology to the full. 

01 Bluetooth® hands-free   
 system
 The system of choice if  
 your car is not already  
 Bluetooth® enabled.

02	iPod® integration kit
 Enables you to play your  
 iPod through the Land  
 Cruiser’s sound system.

03 Bluetooth®   
	 complementary	kit
 Features a cradle to secure  
 your phone and charge its  
 battery.

04 - 06 HomeLink
	 In-car	operation	for	your		
 home automation systems.    

07	Vehicle	security	system
 A powerful alarm to   
 complement the Land  
	 Cruiser’s	pre-fitted		 	
 immobiliser. An optional  
 incline sensor warns of  
 attempted wheel theft and  
 towing.

Bluetooth® hands-free phone system*

The Bluetooth®	hands-free	phone	system	is	the	ideal	accessory	if	
your Land Cruiser is not enabled for Bluetooth® communications 
as standard. 

Steering wheel controls combine with voice recognition 
commands such as voice dialling to make the system very easy to 
use. It also plays music stored on your phone through the car’s 
speakers. 
*Contact your Toyota Retailer for details of phone compatibility.
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Bluetooth®	complementary	kit*

Added convenience for Bluetooth®	phone	users.	The	kit	includes	an	external	antenna	and	a	cable-less	cradle	to	secure	your	phone	and	
charge	the	battery.	It	complements	all	Toyota	pre-fitted	and	accessory	Bluetooth® enabling technologies including the Bluetooth® 
hands-free	system.		

HomeLink 
The ingenious HomeLink system has a control unit permanently 
mounted within your car. This enables you to operate up to 
three home automation systems such as gates, garage doors 
and lighting without leaving the security of your Land Cruiser. 
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Care
Sometimes	it’s	the	little	things	in	life	that	make	a	big	difference.	Who	knows	
what lies around the next corner? Land Cruiser accessories consider the 
details of helping care for you and your car.

01 Fire extinguisher,   
	 warning	triangle,	first	aid		
 kit  
 Essential preparation for  
 the unexpected.

02	Reflecting	jacket		
 See and be seen is a golden  
 rule of personal safety.

03	Touch-up	paint			
 Available in stick and  
 aerosol for those little  
 scratches.

04	Spare	light	bulb	kit			
 Be sure, be safe, with a  
 complete set of   
 replacement bulbs.

05	Replacement	battery			
	 A	perfect	fit	for	your	Land		
 Cruiser.

06	Car	care	systems			
 Glass cleaner, upholstery  
 cleaner, leather cleaner,  
	 windscreen	washer	fluid.
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Accessory range list

 Page 
Alloy wheel  07 
Barracuda bike holder 11 
Bluetooth® complementary kit  21
Bluetooth®	hands-free	phone	system	 20
Boat holder 10 
Cabin	air	filter		 15 
Car care  22 
Cargo liner 16 
Child restraint seats  17 
Chrome side garnish  06 
Cool box  15 
Dog guard 16 
Door	handle	protection	film		 07 
Exhaust	pipe	finisher		 06 
Headlamp covers  07 
HomeLink  21 
Hood	deflector		 07 
Horizontal cargo net  14 
iPod® integration kit  20

 Page 
Luggage box  10 
Luxury ski box 10 
Roof rack  09 
Roof rails with crossbars  09 
Rubber	floor	mats		 15 
Scuff	plate		 12 
Seat storage bag  15 
Ski/snowboard holders  09 
Sunroof	wind	deflector		 07 
Surfboard/mast holder 09 
Textile	floor	mats		 15 
Toonneau cover 16 
Towing hitches  08 
Trunk liner 16 
Trunk side net  14 
Underguard  06 
Vehicle security system 21 
Vertical cargo net  14 
Wind	deflectors		 07 

Appearance	and	specifications	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.	No	part	of	this	publication	may	be	reproduced,	without	prior	written	permission	from	Toyota	Motor	Europe. 

Note:	vehicles	pictured	and	specifications	detailed	in	this	brochure	may	vary	from	models	and	equipment	available	in	your	area. 
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